**Timeline and Budget**

6/23 - fly LAX → Rome
6/24 - arrive in Rome, settle in
6/29- 7/4 - Vatican Museum and surrounding area
7/5 - train to Naples
7/5-7/7 - Naples Archaeological Museum
7/8 - Pompeii (Villa of Mysteries)
7/9- train back to Rome
7/10-7/11 - Wrap up loose ends in Rome
7/12 - fly Rome - LAX

Flight: ~$1000 each way - $2000
Airbnb Rome: ~$75/night for 18 nights - $1350
Airbnb Naples: ~$90/night for 5 nights - $450
Train Rome to Naples: ~ $75 each way - $150
Museum/archaeological site admission: ~$150
Transportation: ~$150
Food at LMU per diem $30/day for 24 days: $720
**Total:** $4970